For over twenty years, Plymouth Wine Company founder Jason Trulby has played a key role in
the development, launch and sales of numerous ﬁne wine brands throughout the nation. With a
keen understanding of the dynamic nature of the business, as well as an expert sense of wine
as a visceral expression of luxury and decadence, he set out with the singular mission of
presenting wines that over-deliver in quality and value in their class. This approach has garnered
success stories at every turn for the Plymouth family of wines.
Ours is a portfolio-driven company that oﬀers exceptional quality, experience and a willingness
toward personalized attention in the representation of a select number of wines from both the
Napa Valley and California appellations.
We oﬀer ﬂagship brands under the Plymouth parentage including Twenty Rows, a partnership
with Napa Valley Winemaker Brian Nuss; Centered, a Napa Valley passion-play of our own
design, and our recently developed powerhouse wines with The Atom, Unsorted and Bash!
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Twenty Rows was created as an homage to the ﬁrst vineyard block that we planted
in the Napa Valley. Our dream was to craft small lots of the ﬁnest Napa Valley wines
that reﬂected honest varietal character and showcase the terroir. In 2003 we released
our ﬁrst vintage and also discovered a like-minded partner in Jason Trulby.
His mission is to share the simple and pure beauty of varietal wines that soar with ﬂavor
and texture. Twenty Rows wines reﬂect his signature style allowing the grapes to tell the
story. Minimal handling is balanced with careful blending across multiple small lots for
added layers and nuance. The resulting wines are balanced with integrated complexity
and a graceful style that make a perfect companion to food.

Jason founded centered wines to reﬂect a classic style, as he puts it:
“wines that can share the table with food, wines that don’t overwhelm, wines that
are balanced and centered.” At centered, our signature winemaking style is based on
balance. For us, the word ‘centered’ holds deep meaning. It symbolizes a view on living
well and in our winemaking, reﬂects a harmony of ﬂavor and structure where both are
connected and equivalent. The ﬁnal wines are richly layered and reveal themselves
in the glass, bit-by-bit.

Consider The Atom. Explosive, passionately scientiﬁc wines crafted from premier fruit,
hand-selected in the nucleic epicenters of California’s rich vineyard climates. Meant to
inspire discovery and creativity at every turn, without limits, without fear.

An Unsorted character, reﬂective of its numerous inﬂuences. Hand-selected fruit, developed
in cool, moderate and warmer climes emerge in perfect balance and broad character with
nuances of supportive, expansive terroir. Winemaking, where the energies of place and
inﬂuences of time are encouraged to speak individual truths and still intermingle in classic
and harmonious expressions. Unforgettable wines of unrivaled character.

Bash! The perfect balance between delicate ﬂoral notes and bubbling fruity overtones,
reminiscent of succulent summer strawberries, topped with delightful shortcake and creamy
chantilly. An elegantly eﬀervescing experience, best served under the summer sun,
for a chillingly refreshing spritz!

